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Abstract: This study proposes the use of symmetrical ogive-shaped ribs on the walls of microchannel
heat sinks (MCHS) to improve their thermal performance with minimal pressure drop. The ribs
are arranged in three different configurations: ribs attached to all channel walls (MC-SAWR), ribs
attached to side channel walls (MC-SSWR), and ribs attached to the bottom channel wall (MC-
SBWR). Numerical investigations are conducted using the laminar conjugate heat transfer model to
study the flow and heat transfer characteristics of the MCHS. The augmentation entropy generation
number and thermal enhancement factor criterion are used to quantify the overall hydrothermal
performance of the MCHS. The results show that the inclusion of symmetrical ogive-shaped ribs
improves the Nusselt number of MCHS. The MC-SAWR configuration shows the highest Nusselt
number improvement of 13–50% compared to the smooth MCHS over the Reynolds number range of
100–1000. Additionally, the MC-SAWR configuration shows a maximum reduction of 58% in the total
entropy generation rate as it has the smallest augmentation entropy generation number value of 0.42.
In terms of the thermal enhancement factor criterion, the MC-SSWR configuration shows the highest
performance at Reynolds numbers below 400, but the MC-SAWR configuration outperformed the
MC-SSWR configuration at Reynolds numbers above 400. Therefore, the MC-SAWR configuration is
the best configuration that provides high cooling performance.

Keywords: microchannel heat sink; ogive ribs; thermal enhancement factor; Nusselt number;
augmentation entropy generation number; thermal transport efficiency

1. Introduction

As electronic systems continue to advance and become more compact, traditional air-
cooling technologies are lagging in fulfilling their heat removal requirements. Microchannel
heat sinks (MCHS) were first presented in 1981 by Tuckerman and Pease [1] as an alternative
to conventional cooling techniques. These heat sinks solved the problem of heat flux
removal as they dissipate heat up to 790 W/cm2. However, the basic design of a smooth
channel MCHS is insufficient to keep up with the high cooling requirements of modern
compact electronics. Since then, researchers have studied various passive and active
techniques to enhance heat removal in MCHS.

Most of the research has focused on enhancing the thermal performance of MCHS
by applying passive methods that include altering the channel geometry and modifying
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the wall surfaces, such as adding ribs, cavities, protrusions, dimples, grooves, etc., which
generate flow disruptions [2,3]. There has been considerable interest in adding cavities and
ribs on smooth rectangular MCHS walls because they improve heat transfer by forming
recirculation zones that decrease local thermal resistance near the walls. These passive
techniques have proven to be effective in providing a better cooling solution for modern
compact electronics [4].

Wang et al. [5] analyzed the impact of varying the geometrical parameters of cavi-
ties and ribs on heat transfer characteristics using numerical and experimental methods.
They discovered that increasing the height of ribs enhances the Nusselt number of rib-
grooved MCHS. However, they found that the improvement in heat transfer was insufficient
to overcome the pressure drop, and the thermal enhancement factor was less than one.
Ahmad et al. [6] conducted numerical analysis of MCHS with cylindrical fins and cavities
and found that cylindrical-shaped cavities and fins significantly improve MCHS thermal
performance. However, such configurations can lead to a significant increase in pressure
losses. Khan et al. [7] numerically investigated various rib configurations in MCHS with
fixed rib length and width in the Reynolds number range of 100 to 500. Ghani et al. [8]
examined the effects of combining rectangular profile ribs with sinusoidal cavities and
found that sinusoidal cavities reduce pressure drop by increasing the flow area, while
rectangular ribs enhance heat removal by increasing the surface area for heat dissipation
and generating turbulence in the flow. Li et al. [9] conducted numerical irreversibility
analysis for MCHS with a combination of triangular cavities and rectangular ribs and
found that the addition of ribs and cavities inside the MCHS improves heat dissipation by
reducing the irreversibilities associated with heat transfer.

Zhai et al. [10] conducted numerical simulations on various arrangements of cavities
and ribs in MCHS and found that the combination of triangular cavities and ribs yields a
better heat transfer rate at Re ranging from 300 to 600. In a separate study, Zhai et al. [11]
utilized entropy generation and field synergy principles to investigate the effect of various
rib structures with fan-shaped re-entrant cavities. They demonstrated that including ribs
improves heat transfer by enhancing the synergetic relationship between the velocity and
temperature fields. Li et al. [12] conducted numerical investigations on the effects of pin-
fins and dimples on MCHS performance, studying the impact of geometrical parameters
such as dimple depth, fin diameter, and stream-wise spacing. According to their findings,
using larger diameter fins with decreasing stream-wise pitch leads to an improvement
in the Nusselt number ratio (Nu/Nu0). Rehman et al. [13] utilized the same technique by
incorporating hemispherical-shaped dimples and protrusions inside the MCHS. They found
that adding dimples/protrusions enhances heat transfer due to improved fluid inter-mixing.
In another study, Rehman et al. [14] utilized irreversibility and exergy analysis to compare
the performance of MCHS with different rib geometries and found that hydrofoil-shaped
ribs transfer heat with the least amount of irreversibility.

Many researchers have shown that adding surface enhancers such as ribs, cavities,
fins, and dimples can improve heat dissipation, but this improvement comes at the cost
of pressure losses since these structures induce secondary flow, vortices, and other dis-
turbances. Several studies have focused on reducing these pressure losses. For example,
Ahmad et al. [15] developed a method for refining the rib profile geometry and concluded
that chamfering the rib with the base of MCHS at a 45◦ angle can significantly improve
performance while also reducing pressure losses without affecting heat transfer. In con-
trast, Li et al. [16] reported that ribs have a greater influence on MCHS performance than
cavities. Although both have been integrated into the MCHS to improve heat transfer,
the thermal boundary layer thickness for cavities is greater than for ribs, meaning that
cavities do not greatly improve heat transfer. Xia et al. [17] examined the performance of
MCHS with triangular re-entrant cavities and discovered that the formation of vortices
can significantly improve fluid mixing. They showed that complex geometry improves
heat transfer not only due to vortex formation but also due to boundary layer interruption.
A recent study by Ahmed et al. [18] investigated MCHS performance by inserting four
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types of ribs into the channel’s sidewalls. The study found that connecting these ribs can
enhance the efficiency of MCHS, and hydrofoil ribs outperform elliptical ribs in terms of
hydrodynamics and thermal efficiency. The effect of trefoil rib configurations on heat trans-
fer and flow characteristics in MCHS were numerically examined and they found that the
MC-SWTR configuration performs best with the trefoil ribs mounted on the opposite side
wall [19,20]. Shazad et al. [21] examined the effect of staggered and aligned configurations
of NACA 2412 hydrofoil-shaped ribs on the hydraulic-thermal characteristics of MCHS
and discovered that the staggered configuration provides the best overall performance.

The previous literature indicates that although modifications in the form of different
shaped ribs, cavities, fins, and dimples improve the thermal performance of MCHS, they
also increase pressure drop, leading to higher pumping power requirements. This study
proposes the use of symmetrical ogive-shaped ribs to enhance the thermal performance of
MCHS with minimal pressure drop. The study utilizes a novel method of combining two
opposite-facing ogive-shaped ribs to create symmetrical ogive ribs, which reduce pressure
drop by eliminating flow separation on the downside of the step or ogive-shaped rib. While
the use of ogive-shaped geometry for heat transfer enhancement has not been explored
extensively, this study aims to investigate the hydro-thermal characteristics of MCHS
when symmetrical ogive-shaped ribs are attached parallel to the bottom (MC-SBWR), side
(MC-SSWR), and all walls (MC-SAWR) of the MCHS channel. The use of symmetrical
ogive-shaped ribs for heat transfer improvement in MCHS is a unique aspect of this
study. The impact of symmetrical ogive ribs on the performance of MCHS has been
quantified based on parameters such as Nusselt number (Nu), thermal enhancement factor
(η), pressure drop (∆p), thermal resistance (Rth), pumping power, entropy generation rate
(

.
Sgen), augmentation entropy generation number (Ns), and thermal transport efficiency (ηt).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Physical Model Description

The rectangular microchannel has the least thermal resistance compared to the tri-
angular and trapezoidal microchannels [6]. Hence, a rectangular-shaped microchannel is
considered in the present study. Figure 1 shows the computational domain, which has
external dimensions of L = 10 mm, W = 0.6 mm, and H = 1.5 mm. The fluid domain has
dimensions of Wch = 0.35 mm and Hch = 0.5 mm. In MC-SAWR configuration, twelve
symmetrical ogive ribs are attached on each channel wall with a spacing of 0.4 mm between
them. Similarly, in MC-SSWR configuration, symmetrical ogive ribs are mounted on both
side walls, and in MC-SBWR they are mounted only on the bottom wall. Water (coolant)
enters the computational domain at the inlet with various velocity values corresponding to
the Re range of 100–1000. Constant heat flux is applied at the base of the computational
domain. All walls exposed to the surrounding, except the base, are considered perfectly
adiabatic (insulated). Copper is used as the material for MCHS due to its high thermal con-
ductivity, whereas water (liquid) is used as a coolant due to its high specific heat capacity.
Constant thermo-physical property values are assumed for copper and water as listed in
Table 1.

An ogive shape is a two-dimensional or three-dimensional object with a round tapered
end [22]. The ogive shape is formed by rotating the tangent ogive profile shown in Figure 2
around the circle base. The equation for the tangent ogive shape profile used for modeling
of ogive rib shape is given by [22].

y =
√

ρor2 − Lor2 − Dor
C2 − 1

4
(1)

Lor is the ogive overall length = 0.2 mm, Dor is ogive base diameter = 0.1 mm, c is Lor/Dor = 2,
which refers to the sharpness of the ogive shape. The ogive equation defines the shape of an
ogive in two dimensions. In this formulation, ρor represents the radius of the circle which
is related to the radius of ogive (R) and the length of the ogive Lor [23]. The ρor chosen for
the ogive profile in this study is 0.3 mm.
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Figure 1. Description of MCHS computational domain.

Table 1. Thermo-physical properties of copper and water (Constant thermo-physical properties of
water mentioned in Table 1 are given at 293.15 K).

Properties
Materials

Copper Water

Density
(
kg/m3) 8978 998.2

Specific heat
(

J
kg K

)
381 4182

Thermal conductivity
(

W
m K

)
387.6 0.6

Dynamic viscosity
(

kg
m s

)
0.001003

Figure 2. Ogive shape geometry profile.

2.2. Governing Equations

In the present study, the no-slip boundary condition is assumed, and the flow is
considered to be in a laminar and steady-state condition. Heat transfer is also considered
in a steady-state condition. However, the effects of gravitational force, body force, viscous
dissipation, and radiation mode of heat transfer are not taken into account in this study.
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For an incompressible fluid, the equations of continuity and momentum balance are
given as [6]:

∇·U = 0 (2)

ρ f (U· ∇U) = −∇p + µ f∇2U (3)

The energy equation for the fluid and the solid domain is given as [6]:
For fluid:

ρ f cp f

(
U·∇Tf

)
= ∇

(
k f ·∇Tf

)
(4)

For solid:
∇(ks ·∇Ts) = 0 (5)

The finite volume method is used to discretize the above governing equations across
solid and fluid computational domains into finite volumes by using commercially available
ANSYS Fluent 19.2 code. Second upwind interpolation is used to determine momen-
tum, energy, and continuity equations with diffusive and convective components. The
pressure–velocity coupling was implemented using the SIMPLE algorithm. The numerical
solution is deemed complete when the momentum and continuity equations, as well as the
energy equation, are reduced to 10−6.

To solve the governing equations mentioned above, we consider the following bound-
ary conditions listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Boundary conditions.

Inlet velocity
Inlet temperature

w = win
Tin = 293.15 K

Outlet pressure p = pout = 1 atm

Heat flux at y = 0 −ks
∂Ts
∂y = qw = 1, 000, 000 W/m2

At solid–liquid interface
u = v = w = 0

−ks
∂Ts
∂n = −k f

∂Tf
∂n

Adiabatic boundary ∂Tf
∂z = ∂Ts

∂z = 0

2.3. Data Deduction

The equation for Reynolds number (Re) is given as [14]:

Re =
ρ f umDh

µ f
(6)

Hydraulic diameter for rectangular cross-section is calculated by [14]:

Dh =
2HchWch

Hch + Wch
(7)

The friction factor is calculated by using Darcy–Weisbach equation [14]:

f =
2Dh∆p

Lchρ f wm2
(8)

The average heat transfer coefficient is given by [14]:

h =
qw Ab

2(Wch + Hch)Lch∆T
(9)
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where qw is heat flux applied to the base and the area of the base is represented by Ab,while
the temperature difference ∆T is given by.

∆T = Tw − Tf (10)

The average channel wall temperature is calculated as [14]:

Tw =

∫
Tw−x,ydydx∫

dydx
(11)

Average base wall temperature (Tb) and bulk fluid temperature (Tf ) are calculated as
follows [14]:

Tb =

∫
Tb−x,ydydx∫

dydx
(12)

Tf =

∫
Tf−i,xρ f−i,x

∣∣∣∣→v · →dA
∣∣∣∣dx∫

ρ f−i,x

∣∣∣∣→v · →dA
∣∣∣∣dx

(13)

The total thermal resistance for MCHS is calculated as [14].

Rth = Rcond + Rconv + Rcap (14)

Rth =
Tb − Tw

qw Ab
+

Tw − Tf

qw Ab
+

Tf − Tin

qw Ab
=

Tb − Tin
qw Ab

(15)

Nusselt number ratio shows the improvement in the heat transfer coefficient of smooth
MCHS with the addition of ogive rib configurations.

Nuavg/Nuo avg= havg/ho avg (16)

where Nuo avg is the average Nusselt number of smooth MCHS, while Nuavg donates
average Nusselt number for MCHS with configurations of ogive ribs.

Irreversibility analysis of MCHS is performed by finding the entropy generation rates
.
Sgen [14].

.
Sgen =

.
Sgen,∆T +

.
Sgen,∆P (17)

Irreversibility due to heat transfer is found by calculating the entropy generation rate
due to heat transfer (

.
Sgen,∆T) [14].

.
Sgen,∆T =

∫∫∫
Ω

.
S
′′′
gen,∆T =

qw Abase

(
TW − Tf

)
Tf TW

(18)

Irreversibility due to pressure drop is found by calculating the entropy generation rate
due to pressure drop (

.
Sgen,∆p) [14].

.
Sgen,∆p =

∫∫∫
Ω

.
S
′′′
gen,∆pdV =

.
m

ρ f Tf
∆p (19)

Bejan number is used to calculate the ratio between thermal and total losses [14].

Be =

.
Sgen,∆T

.
Sgen

(20)
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The augmentation entropy generation number (Ns) is utilized to compare entropy
generation in MCHS with symmetrical ogive rib configurations and a smooth channel [14].

Ns =

.
Sgen
.
Sgen,0

(21)

Thermal transport efficiency is calculated as [14]:

ηt = 1−
.

Qd
.

Q
(22)

where
.

Qd is irreversible heat loss while
.

Q represents input heat load.

.
Qd =

∫∫∫
Ω

k f

(
∇Tf

)2

Tf
dV (23)

The pumping power requirement is calculated as:

Pp = p in Ainuin (24)

where pin is the pressure of coolant at the inlet, Ain is the area of inlet cross-section, and uin
is inlet velocity.

The overall performance of microchannel with configurations of symmetrical ogive
ribs is quantified by calculating the thermal enhancement factor that gives the ratio of
improvement in heat transfer against the increase in pressure losses [14].

η =
Nu
Nu0

3
√

f
f0

(25)

2.4. Grid Independent Study

A mesh is generated to divide the solid and fluid computational domains into finite
elements, as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. The grid’s orthogonal quality and skewness are
set to acceptable levels to ensure the accuracy of numerical simulations. To determine the
optimal number of grid elements that would ensure accurate results at a low computational
cost, a grid-independent study is carried out for the MCHS computational domain, as
shown in Table 3. For the grid independence study, the velocity profile is plotted for MCHS
computational domains of varying grid sizes along the channel height, as shown in Figure 5.
The results indicate that the velocity profiles obtained for a fine grid (810,563 elements)
and a very fine grid (1,058,252 elements) superimpose on each other. This suggests that
increasing the grid size beyond 810,563 elements has no significant impact on the results,
and the simulation results become independent of grid size. Therefore, a grid size of
0.8 million is selected for all considered MCHS configurations to achieve a reasonable
trade-off between computing time and accuracy.
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Figure 3. Grid for the solid domain of MCHS.

Figure 4. Grid for the fluid domain of MCHS.

Table 3. Grid number for different element sizes.

S. No Grid Resolution Element Size (mm) Grid Number

1 Coarse mesh 0.058 379,267
2 Medium 0.048 661,025
3 Fine 0.045 810,563
4 Very fine 0.041 1,058,252
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Figure 5. Velocity profile for different grid sizes along height of channel in Z-Y plane at x = 0.30 mm
and z = −4.9 mm.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Results Validation

To validate the model, numerical results for both smooth and ribbed MCHS were com-
pared to experimental results performed by Wang et al. [5]. The operating and geometrical
conditions used in the numerical simulations are precisely the same as those used in the
experiments conducted by Wang et al. [5]. For the smooth MCHS, Figures 6 and 7 com-
pare the Nusselt number (Nu) and friction factor (f ) to the experimental results. Similarly,
Figures 8 and 9 compare the Nusselt number (Nu) and friction factor (f ) for ribbed MCHS
with the experimental results of Wang et al. [5]. For both smooth and ribbed MCHS, a
maximum deviation of 8% was found between the experimental and numerical results.
Therefore, the current numerical model is valid for investigating the thermal and hydraulic
characteristics of MCHS numerically.

Figure 6. Nusselt number vs. Re for smooth channel MCHS experimental [5] and numerical.
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Figure 7. Friction factor (f ) vs. Re for smooth channel MCHS experimental [5] and numerical.

Figure 8. Nusselt number (Nu) vs. Re for ribbed MCHS experimental [5] and numerical.

Figure 9. Friction factor (f ) vs. Re for ribbed MCHS experimental [5] and numerical.
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3.2. Flow Characteristics

Figure 10 displays velocity contours inside the microchannel for various configurations
of MCHS at Re = 500. It is apparent that the addition of symmetrical ogive rib configurations
inside smooth MCHS significantly affects the growth of the hydrodynamic boundary layer.
MCHS with symmetrical ogive rib configurations have a shorter developing region than
smooth MCHS because the addition of symmetrical ogive ribs to channel walls locally
increases the flow velocity due to a decrease in the channel area. Figure 11 illustrates the
velocity contours for MC-SAWR, MC-SBWR, and MC-SSWR configurations in the X-Y
plane at two distinct regions, namely z = 5 mm and z = 5.34 mm. In MC-SAWR, MC-SSWR,
and MC-SBWR, the flow continuously converges and diverges along the channel length,
as visible in Figure 10. The presence of symmetrical ogive ribs on the channel walls forms
convergence regions for flow by restricting the channel area. In symmetrical ogive ribs,
the back ogive rib on the downside of the front ogive rib facilitates the divergence of the
flow by gradually increasing the flow area. Additionally, the back ogive rib in symmetrical
ogive ribs prevents flow separation and formation of recirculation zones downstream of
the front ogive rib, thus reducing the additional pressure losses inside the channel. The
MC-SSWR configuration has higher flow velocity inside the channel because the presence
of symmetrical ogive ribs on all channel walls causes greater convergence of flow as
compared to MC-SBWR and MC-SSWR configurations where symmetrical ogive ribs are
present on only the side channel walls and the bottom channel wall, respectively. Although
symmetrical ogive rib configurations inside MCHS improve the local flow velocity for
forced convection, they cause a greater pressure drop inside the channel compared to the
MC-SC (smooth MCHS) configuration.

Figure 10. Velocity contours for various MCHS configurations at Re = 500 in X-Z plane at x = 0.30 mm.

Figure 12 illustrates the pressure drop for various configurations of MCHS at different
Re values. The MC-SC configuration has the least pressure drop because frictional losses
due to wall shear between flow and smooth channel walls only account for pressure
drop. However, the inclusion of symmetrical ogive rib configurations inside the smooth
channel continuously disturbs the flow due to the convergence and divergence of flow
along the channel length. Flow convergence due to the presence of symmetrical ogive rib
configurations inside the channel causes a greater drop in flow pressure. Therefore, MCHS
configurations with symmetrical ogive ribs have more pressure drop than the MC-SC
configuration. From Figure 12, it is visible that pressure drop tends to rise with Re because
of an increase in wall shear at higher flow velocities. The MC-SAWR configuration has
the highest pressure drop due to more flow convergence as a result of a greater reduction
in the channel area for flow caused by the inclusion of symmetrical ogive ribs on all
channel walls.
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Figure 11. Velocity contours for different MCHS configurations in the X-Z plane at two different
distances along the z-axis: (i) MC-SAWR (z = 5 mm), (ii) MC-SAWR (z = 5.34 mm), (iii) MC-SSWR
(z = 5 mm), (iv) MC-SSWR (z = 5.34 mm), (v) MC-SBWR (z = 5 mm), (vi) MC-SBWR (z = 5.34 mm).
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Figure 12. Variation of pressure drop (∆p) with Re for different MCHS configurations.

3.3. Thermal Characteristics

Nusselt number ratio (Nuavg/Nu0 avg) is used to compare the convective heat transfer
performance of MCHS with symmetrical ogive rib configurations and smooth MCHS.
Figure 13 displays the variation of Nuavg/Nu0 avg ratio with Reynolds number for vari-
ous configurations of MCHS with symmetrical ogive ribs. The convective heat transfer
coefficient is greatly influenced by Reynolds number since an increase in velocity reduces
the thermal boundary layer thickness, resulting in an increased heat transfer coefficient.
For all Reynolds numbers, the Nuavg/Nu0 avg ratio for all MCHS configurations with sym-
metrical ogive ribs is greater than one, indicating that the inclusion of symmetrical ogive
ribs significantly improves the Nusselt number of smooth MCHS. This enhancement in the
average Nusselt number is attributed to the increase in the local heat transfer coefficient
caused by high local flow velocity along the channel length compared to smooth MCHS.
The improvement in the average Nusselt number tends to increase with a rise in Reynolds
number for MCHS with symmetrical ogive rib configurations. MC-SAWR configuration
exhibits the highest Nuavg/Nu0 avg at all Reynolds numbers due to the greater improve-
ment in local heat transfer coefficient resulting from flow convergence along the channel
length. MC-SAWR, MC-SSWR, and MC-SBWR configurations improve the Nusselt number
of smooth MCHS by 1.14–2.04, 1.13–1.86, and 1.07–1.69 times, respectively, within the
Reynolds number range of 100–1000.

Figure 14 illustrates the variation in thermal resistance (Rth) with Reynolds num-
ber (Re) for different MCHS configurations. Thermal resistance is a crucial measure of
MCHS performance, as low thermal resistance enables the efficient dissipation of a large
amount of heat. Thermal resistance decreases with increasing Reynolds number due to
the improvement in Nusselt number at higher Re values. Smooth MCHS has the highest
thermal resistance among the considered configurations due to its low Nusselt number and
small available wall surface area, which increase the thermal resistance for convective heat
transfer between the fluid and channel walls. The inclusion of symmetrical ogive ribs inside
the channel significantly reduces the thermal resistance of MCHS by improving the Nusselt
number and wall surface area available for heat transfer. The MC-SAWR configuration
exhibits the lowest thermal resistance due to its high Nusselt number and greater surface
area available for heat dissipation. At Re = 1000, the MC-SAWR configuration shows the
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maximum reduction in thermal resistance, with a 46% decrease compared to the MC-SC
configuration. Meanwhile, the MC-SSWR and MC-SBWR configurations lower the thermal
resistance of smooth MCHS by 39.6% and 34%, respectively, at Re = 1000.

Figure 13. Variation of Nusselt number ratio (Nuavg/Nu0 avg)with Re for different MCHS configurations.

Figure 14. Variation of thermal resistance (Rth) with Re for different MCHS configurations.

Figure 15 depicts the variations in the average base wall temperature with Re for
different configurations of MCHS. The base wall temperature (Tb) decreases with the
Reynolds number due to increased heat dissipation at higher mass flow rates, which is
facilitated by a high Nusselt number. The MC-SC configuration exhibits the highest average
base wall temperature at all Re values due to poor heat dissipation caused by high thermal
resistance. However, the inclusion of symmetrical ogive rib configurations on the channel
walls significantly reduces the average base wall temperature of MCHS by enhancing its
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ability to dissipate heat and lowering its thermal resistance for convection. At Re = 1000,
the MC-SC configuration exhibits its lowest temperature, i.e., 319 K, while the highest
average base wall temperature exhibited by any symmetrical ogive ribs configuration at
Re = 1000 is 309 K. This confirms that MCHS with symmetrical ogive rib configurations
provide superior cooling performance than smooth MCHS. The MC-SAWR configuration
exhibits the lowest average base wall temperature at all Re values because of its low thermal
resistance that enables it to dissipate a large amount of heat. Effective thermal management
is crucial for ensuring the safe operation and reliability of electronic chips. Figure 16
illustrates the temperature distribution for the considered MCHS configurations. The
smooth channel exhibits a more non-uniform temperature distribution, inducing thermal
stresses in both the MCHS and the host electronic chip, thereby reducing their safety and
reliability. In contrast, MCHS with symmetrical ogive ribs configurations exhibits lower
and more uniform temperature distribution, demonstrating that these modified MCHS
designs not only improve MCHS thermal performance but also enhance the safety and
integrity of the host electronic chip.

Figure 15. Variation of average base wall temperature (Tb) with Re for various MCHS configurations.

3.4. Entropy Generation Analysis

To evaluate the effectiveness of different MCHS designs from the standpoint of the
second law of thermodynamics, it is important to calculate the irreversibilities related
to fluid movement and heat transfer. As a general rule, smaller entropy values lead to
better performance since they represent fewer irreversibilities and more available energy
for fluid flow and heat transfer. In MCHS, the entropy generation rate due to pressure
drop (

.
S gen, ∆P) is used to evaluate the irreversibilities related to flow due to pressure losses,

while the entropy generation rate due to heat transfer (
.
S gen, ∆T) is used to evaluate the

irreversibilities resulting from heat transfer. Figure 17 shows the trend between entropy
generation rates due to pressure drop (

.
S gen, ∆P) and the Reynolds number for various

MCHS configurations. Pressure losses in the channel increase with flow velocity, leading
to an increase in

.
S gen, ∆P with Re. Among the considered MCHS configurations, MC-SC

configuration has the smallest
.
S gen, ∆P due to the least pressure drop inside the channel.

In contrast, MCHS with symmetrical ogive rib configurations have a high
.
S gen, ∆P values

because of large pressure losses inside the channel resulting from the disturbance of flow
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by ogive ribs. At all Reynolds numbers, MC-SAWR exhibits the highest
.
S gen, ∆P due to

greater pressure drop compared to other considered MCHS configurations.

Figure 16. Temperature distribution for various MCHS configurations at Re = 500.

Figure 17. Variation of entropy generation rate due to pressure drop (
.
S gen, ∆P) with Re for various

MCHS configurations.

Figure 18 shows how the entropy generation rate due to heat transfer (
.
S gen, ∆T) varies

with Re for different MCHS configurations. The trend in the graph is decreasing with
increasing Re because more heat is transferred at higher mass flow rates. Smooth MCHS
has the highest entropy generation rate due to heat transfer because its large thermal
resistance results in poor heat dissipation between the fluid and channel walls. MCHS
configurations with symmetrical ogive ribs generate a lower

.
S gen, ∆T than MC-SC because

of their ability to dissipate a larger amount of heat from the channel walls to the fluid due to
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lower thermal resistance for convection. MC-SAWR generates the lowest
.
S gen, ∆T because

its low thermal resistance allows it to efficiently dissipate more heat.

Figure 18. Variation of entropy generation rate due to heat transfer (
.
S gen, ∆T) with Re for various

MCHS configurations.

Figure 19 illustrates the variation of the Bejan number (Be) with the Reynolds number
(Re) for different MCHS configurations. The Bejan number is calculated to evaluate the
contribution of the entropy generation rate due to heat transfer (

.
S gen, ∆T) to the total

entropy generation rate (
.
S gen) associated with the MCHS. At all Reynolds number ranges,

the Bejan number for all considered MCHS configurations is greater than 0.96. This implies
that irreversibilities related to heat transfer account for more than 96% of the total entropy
generation rate associated with the MCHS. The entropy generation rate associated with
pressure drop is almost negligible at lower Reynolds numbers, while it slightly increases at
higher Reynolds numbers due to an increase in pressure drop. The Bejan number tends to
decrease with Re because of a reduction in

.
S gen, ∆T at higher Re. Moreover, the inclusion

of symmetrical ogive ribs inside the channel significantly reduces the Bejan number by
decreasing the irreversibilities due to heat transfer. The lowest Bejan number for the MC-
SAWR configuration at all Re values indicates that this configuration shows the maximum
reduction in irreversibilities associated with MCHS due to heat transfer.

Comparing the augmentation entropy generation number (Ns) provides insight into
the effectiveness of symmetrical ogive rib configurations in reducing irreversibilities inside
MCHS. Figure 20 presents the augmentation entropy generation number (Ns) for various
MCHS configurations at Reynolds numbers between 100 and 1000. At all Re values, the
augmentation entropy generation number (Ns) is less than one for all symmetrical ogive
rib configurations, indicating that incorporating these ribs on channel walls minimizes the
total entropy generation rate (

.
S gen) associated with smooth MCHS. Augmentation entropy

generation number (Ns) less than unity also suggests that a reduction in
.
S gen, ∆T has a

more significant impact on (
.
S gen) than the rise in

.
S gen, ∆P. As Re increases, Ns shows a

decreasing trend with Re because a reduction in the total entropy generation decreases due
to a reduction in the total entropy generation rate. At Re = 1000, MC-SAWR, MC-SSWR,
and MC-SBWR configurations decrease the total entropy generation rate associated with
smooth MCHS by 58%, 52%, and 46%, respectively. Among all considered configurations,
MC-SAWR has the lowest Ns values, demonstrating its effectiveness in dissipating heat
with fewer irreversibilities.
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Figure 19. Variation of Bejan number (Be) with Re for various MCHS configurations.

Figure 20. Variation of augmentation entropy generation number (Ns) with Re for various MCHS
configurations.

3.5. Pumping Power Requirement

Figure 21 illustrates the pumping power needed for different MCHS configurations at
various Reynolds numbers (Re). It is clear that incorporating symmetrical ogive ribs on the
channel walls of MCHS enhances its thermal performance but also increases the required
pumping power due to an increase in pressure drop within the channel. This pumping
power demand tends to rise with an increase in Reynolds number because of the greater
pressure drop at higher Re. Among all considered configurations, MC-SAWR demands the
highest pumping power because of the greater pressure drop inside the channel.
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Figure 21. Variation of pumping power with Re for various MCHS configurations.

3.6. Thermal Enhancement Factor (η)

Symmetrical ogive rib configurations improve the thermal performance of MCHS at
the expense of pumping power. Therefore, the thermal enhancement factor (η) is used as
a criterion to evaluate the impact of symmetrical ogive ribs on the overall hydrothermal
performance of MCHS. This factor compares the improvement in the Nusselt number with
the increase in pressure losses due to symmetrical ogive ribs. Figure 22 shows the thermal
enhancement factor for various MCHS configurations at different Re values. The thermal
enhancement factor increases with Re because a greater improvement in the Nusselt number
occurs at higher flow velocities. At Re values between 100 and 400, MC-SSWR shows the
maximum thermal enhancement factor, while MC-SAWR configuration shows the lowest,
as it improves the thermal performance of MCHS at the expense of a relatively larger
pressure drop compared to other MCHS configurations. However, at Re values greater
than 400, MC-SAWR configuration shows the maximum thermal enhancement factor due
to a relatively larger improvement in the Nusselt number. All MCHS configurations with
symmetrical ogive ribs have a thermal enhancement factor greater than one, except MC-
SAWR at Re = 100. Therefore, at Re = 100, MC-SAWR configuration is not effective from the
standpoint of the overall hydrothermal performance as pressure losses due to symmetrical
ogive ribs are significantly greater than the corresponding Nusselt number improvement.

3.7. Exergy Analysis

In convective heat transfer, the term “thermal transport efficiency” refers to the effec-
tive utilization of thermal energy [24]. Figure 23 shows the relationship between thermal
transport efficiency (ηt) of various MCHS configurations and the Reynolds number. Ther-
mal transport efficiency tends to increase with Re because the fluid dissipates more heat
energy due to a higher Nusselt number. Due to the large thermal resistance between the
walls of the MC-SC configuration and the fluid, poor heat dissipation occurs through con-
vection, resulting in MC-SC having the lowest thermal transport efficiency values at all Re
values. Conversely, MCHS with symmetrical ogive rib configurations demonstrates higher
thermal transport efficiency than MC-SC due to greater heat transfer between channel walls
and fluid resulting from low thermal resistance for convection. At all Re values, the MC-
SAWR, MC-SSWR, and MC-SBWR configurations increase the thermal transport efficiency
of smooth MCHS by more than 3%. Among all configurations considered, MC-SAWR
exhibits the highest thermal transport efficiency because of its low thermal resistance which
allows it to efficiently dissipate a large amount of heat from the channel.
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Figure 22. Variation of thermal enhancement factor (η) with Re for various MCHS configurations.

Figure 23. Variation of thermal transport efficiency (ηt) with Re for various MCHS configurations.

4. Conclusions

The present study proposes a novel modification to the smooth microchannel heat
sink (MCHS) with symmetrical ogive ribs that provides greater thermal performance
enhancement with minimal pressure losses. Numerical analyses have been performed to
study the hydraulic and thermal characteristics of MCHS with different configurations
of symmetrical ogive ribs, and the best configuration has been found by evaluating the
augmentation entropy generation number and thermal enhancement factor. The results
show that:

• The inclusion of symmetrical ogive shape rib configurations on smooth MCHS channel
walls improves its thermal performance by increasing the average Nusselt number.
The MC-SAWR configuration gives the maximum Nusselt number improvement,
increasing the Nusselt number of smooth MCHS by 2.04 times at Re = 1000.
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• Symmetrical ogive rib configurations lower the thermal resistance of MCHS by im-
proving the heat transfer coefficient and increasing the channel wall surface area for
heat dissipation. The MC-SAWR configuration shows the maximum reduction in
thermal resistance, reducing the thermal resistance of smooth MCHS by 46%.

• The addition of symmetrical ogive ribs on smooth MCHS channel walls is effective in
reducing the entropy generation rate associated with MCHS. MCHS configurations
with symmetrical ogive ribs demonstrate augmentation entropy generation lower
than one at all Re values, with the MC-SAWR configuration showing the lowest
augmentation entropy generation value of 0.42, reducing the irreversibilities associated
with smooth MCHS by 58%.

• Symmetrical ogive ribs improve the thermal performance of MCHS, and they also
result in a significant rise in pressure drop. Therefore, more external pumping energy
is required for heat dissipation from MCHS.

• The thermal enhancement factor is greater than one for MC-SSWR and MC-SBWR
configurations at all Re values, while for MC-SAWR configuration, it is greater than
one at all Re values except at Re = 100. A thermal enhancement factor greater than
one implies that the improvement of MCHS performance due to symmetrical ogive
ribs from a thermal standpoint is more significant than the deterioration of system
performance due to high pumping power requirement.

• Based on the augmentation entropy generation number and thermal enhancement
factor criterion, the MC-SAWR configuration is the best configuration at Re greater
than 100. Although the MC-SAWR configuration has a lower thermal enhancement
factor than the MC-SSWR and MC-SBWR configurations at Re less than 400, this low
thermal enhancement factor due to higher pressure losses is balanced by its lower
augmentation entropy generation number, giving a superior cooling performance.
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Nomenclature

A Area, m2

cp Specific heat, J Kg−1K−1

Dor Diameter of ogive rib, mm
Dh Hydraulic diameter, mm
f Friction factor
havg Heat transfer coefficient, W m−2K−1

H Height, mm
Hch Height of channel, mm
k Thermal conductivity, W m−1K−1

L Length, mm
Lor Length of ogive rib, mm
MCHS Microchannel heat sink
MC-SC Microchannel with smooth channel
MC-SAWR MCHS with ribs mounted on all channel walls
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MC-SSWR MCHS with ribs mounted on side-channel walls
MC-SBWR MCHS with ribs mounted on only the bottom wall of the channel
Ns Augmentation entropy generation number
Nu Nusselt number
∆p Pressure drop, Pa
Q Heat flux, W m−2

Re Reynolds number
Rth Thermal resistance, K/W
S Space between ogive ribs, mm
.
Sgen Total volumetric entropy generation rate
.
Sgen ∆T Entropy generation rate due to heat transfer
.
Sgen ∆P Entropy generation rate due to pressure drop
T Temperature, K
Tb Average base wall temperature

∆T Temperature difference, K
um Mean velocity, m/s
u Velocity component in x direction, m/s
v Velocity component in y direction, m/s
w Velocity component in z direction, m/s
W Width, mm
Wch Width of channel, mm

Greek Symbols
ρ Density, kg m−3

µ Dynamic viscosity, Pa s
η Thermal enhancement factor
ηt Thermal transport efficiency

Subscripts
w Wall
s Solid
f Fluid
th Total
in Inlet
out Outlet
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